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#Q.l] With reference to Late Prof. Milton Friedman's article "The Power of the Market", offer your 
answers to the following questions: 

(a) Quote: "Clandestine voluntary exchange may prevent a command economy from collapsing, 
may enable it to creak along and even achieve some progress." 
Question: cite an economy (in any part 1 region I country in the world) which, during the 20th 
century, would exemplify the above quote. 

(b) Quote: "The key insight of Adam Smith's Wealth of Nation is misleadingly simple ... Most 
economic fallacies derive from the neglect of this simple insight ... " 
Question: identify the key insight in few sentences. 

(c) Focusing on an agro-farm (that produces and markets cereal grains and pulses as bulk 
commodity) as reference point, present a schematic showing the network of up-stream and down
stream economic activities that have direct connection with the economic activities of the agro
farm. 

(d) Quote: " ... At a conference of economists from East and West, we once heard a brilliant talk by a 
Hungarian Marxist economist. He had rediscovered for himself Adam Smith's invisible hand -
remarkable if somewhat redundant intellectual achievement ... " 
Question: why was Hungarian economist's achievement deemed remarkable and redundant? 
[marks: 2 + 2 +2 + (1+1) = 8] 

#Q.2] Using least-square regression estimation, the marketer of a branded food item identified the 
sales-response function being as follows: 

Where, 
Q = sales volume per quarter (number of packages of the food item sold in each quarter) 
P = list price of each package (Rs 1 package) 
A = advertisement money spent in each quarter (Rs 1 quarter) 
S = promotional money spent in each quarter (Rs 1 quarter). 

Compute the Elasticity of Sales (sensitivity index) with respect to each of the input parameters (P, 
A, S) and identify which parameter sales volume is most sensitive to. 
(Assume: P, A, S are independent of one another). 
[marks: 3+1=4] 

#Q.3](a) Illustrate the core idea: demand for business I industrial goods is derived from the demand 
for consumer goods. 
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(b) Enumerate the want-lists of two exchanging parties who are: 1. proprietor of a tea-plantation, 
2. manufacturer and marketer of plant protection chemicals. 
[marks: 2 + 3 = 5] 

#Q.4](a) Households have been classified into six (06) segments based on their in-home food 
consumption pattern - as given in column 1 of the table below. An example of food that represents 
a particular segment is mentioned in column 2. 
f>rovide, in column 3, two (02) more examples of food that should represent a particular segment: 

Segment descTiption An example of food P1·ovide two (02) moTe examples of food 
(col. 1) (col. 2) (col.3) 

Diet conscious Skim milk ? 

Sophisticates Cheese ? 
Naturalists Rice ? 
Healthies Oranges ? 
Junkies Potato chips ? 

Kids Sweetened corn ? 

(b) Give an example of each of the following demand-states and briefly recommend corresponding 
marketing task: (1) Latent demand, .(2) Declining demand, (3) Negative demand. 
Distinguish between synchromarketing and demarketing. 
[marks: 3 + (lx3+2) = 8] 

-
#Q.5] (a) Identify two common needs that each of the following seven food items may satisfy in 
comparative degrees: ice cream, potato chips, pasteurized fluid milk, cooked rice, oranges, biscuit, 
and wine. 
Place the food items on a product-space map showing alternative choices for satisfying the two 
needs identified by you. 

(b) It is obligatory on every marketer of branded food-product to mention the nutritional 
information/composition on the food-package. What are the elements that constitute the nutritional 
information on the package of a branded Oats marketed as health food? 
[marks: 3 + 2 = 5] 




